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Ett fullpoängssvar innehåller: 

 
a) Ett lamm. Tackan övergav / hade övergett lammet. 
 
b) Om havets vågor / havet och regnets smatter.  
 
c) De kan förkorta fängelsetiden med att läsa böcker och skriva uppsatser. 
 
d) Den vita målfärgen kladdade ner dem som fanns i bilen. / Färgen spred sig in i bilen.  

Förvara målfärg i bakluckan! 
 
e) Om en sovande kvinna öppnar ögonen när en man kysser henne. 

De får inte vara gifta. 
 
 
 

Innehållet i dessa exempel på fullpoängssvar är inte bindande vid studentexamensnämndens 
bedömning. Den slutgiltiga bedömningen fastställs av examensämnets censorer. 
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a) 
It’s difficult to tell which is the most confused after a black and white spotted Dalmatian dog 
adopted a lamb with a similar spotty coat. The black and white lamb was born at a dog breeder’s 
farm in South Australia. The lamb was pushed away by his mother. Then he was quickly adopted 
by a female dog Zoë and the pair are now inseparable. Zoë was quick to show the neglected lamb 
love and affection—licking her adoptive son warmly and generally taking care of him. Now the 
spotty lamb happily follows her around the farm and even sleeps inside the dog kennel. 
[orange.co.uk, accessed 20.8.12] 
 
b) 
A recent survey suggests that crashing waves, bacon sizzling and the glug of a glass of wine 
being poured are among our favourite sounds. A study of the nation’s best-loved sounds found 
that Brits love nothing more than the noise of the sea—which topped the list of fifty. The sound 
of rain against the windows—that is if you are on the inside—came in second. Fireworks, 
children laughing and bacon sizzling are also sounds Brits found pleasing to the ears. 
[telegraph.co.uk, accessed 27.8.12] 
 
c) 
Brazil will offer prisoners a new way to shorten their sentences: four days less for every book 
they read. Prisoners in several prisons will be able to read up to 12 works of literature, 
philosophy, science or classics to cut a maximum of 48 days off their sentence each year. 
Prisoners will have up to four weeks to read each book and write an essay which must be in 
correct grammar. A special panel will decide which prisoners can participate in this program. 
Authorities believe a person can leave prison more educated and with a wider vision of the 
world. 
[reuters.com, accessed 20.8.12] 
 
d) 
Police in Australia put out a public safety warning on Facebook—after a driver and his 
passengers ended up whitewashed. The man and his friends were driving along with a 25-litre 
bucket of white paint on the back seat when they were in a minor accident with another car. 
Nobody was hurt, but the bucket flew open—sending white paint flying over the inside of the car 
and its occupants. Local police in a Sydney suburb posted a picture of the wreck on their 
Facebook page as a warning to others. The officers told people to always put the paint in the 
boot! But the police admitted they were laughing too. 
[orange.co.uk, accessed 27.8.12] 
 
e) 
There’s an unusual art exhibition at the National Art Museum of Ukraine. There are five real-life 
sleeping beauties in a large room. If any of the five sleeping beauties opens their eyes when they 
are kissed by men at the art museum, they have to marry them. In the exhibition, men kiss the 
women, trying to wake them. Requirements are the same to participate for the so-called princes 
and princesses: They should not be married. Men are allowed to kiss the beauty only once, and 
only on the lips.  
[telegraph.co.uk, accessed 27.8.12] 

 


